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Abstract
A dominating set for a graph G = (V; E) is a subset of vertices V ′V such that for all
v2V − V ′ there exists some u2V ′ adjacent to v. The domination number of G, denoted by
(G), is the size of its smallest dominating set(s). When G is connected, we say V ′ is a connected
dominating set if the subgraph of G induced by V ′ is connected. The connected domination
number of G is the size of its smallest connected dominating set, and is denoted by c(G). In
this paper we determine the maximum number of edges that a connected graph with a given
number of vertices and a given connected domination number can have. We also characterize
the extremal graphs achieving the bound. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and denitions
A dominating set for a graph G=(V; E) is a subset of vertices V 0V such that for
all v2V − V 0 there exists some u2V 0 adjacent to v. The domination number of G,
denoted by (G), is the size of its smallest dominating set(s). When G is connected, we
say V 0 is a connected dominating set if the subgraph of G induced by V 0 is connected.
The connected domination number of G is the size of its smallest connected dominating
set, and is denoted by c(G). Clearly (G)6c(G). Sampathkumar and Walikar [3] and
Hedetniemi and Laskar [2] have derived various properties of the connected domination
number. See also results in [1] by Bo and Liu.
In [5] Vizing derived the maximum number of edges that a graph with a given
number of vertices and a given domination number can have; the graphs attaining
this bound are not connected when (G)>3. The maximum number of edges that a
connected graph of order n and (G)=d>3 can have was shown in [4] to be ( n−d+12 ).
In this paper we show that the maximum number of edges that a connected graph of
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order n with connected domination number c(G)=d>3 can have is (
n−d+1
2 )+(d−1).
We also characterize the extremal graphs achieving this bound.
If v is a vertex of G = (V; E); N (v) denotes the set of neighbors of v. If U V;
N (U ) =
S
v2U N (v). We let hU i denote the subgraph of G induced by U .
As is done in [2,3], we use the fact that the non-leaf vertices of a spanning tree for
a connected graph form a connected dominating set for the graph.
Denition 1.1. Let G be a connected graph and let H be a connected subgraph of
G with jV (H)j> 1. Let v2V (H). Denote by STH (v) a spanning tree of H formed
by doing a breadth-rst search of H starting at vertex v. Let LH (v) denote the set of
leaves of STH (v), and let STDH (v) = V (H) − LH (v). When H = G we will omit the
subscript.
Note that STDH (v) forms a connected dominating set for H , and that if c is the
degree of v in H , then jSTDH (v)j6jV (H)j − c.
Denition 1.2. Let G = (V; E) be a graph, H a connected subgraph of G;
x2V (H); y2V − V (H), and assume that x and y are adjacent. If jV (H)j=1, dene
Tie(H; x; y) = fyg, otherwise dene Tie(H; x; y) = STD(x) [ fyg.
Note that jTie(H; x; y)j6jV (H)j, and that Tie(H; x; y) induces a connected subgraph
of G, and dominates all vertices in H as well as y.
2. Preliminary results
This section contains several results about connected domination which will be used
in the next section to prove the main result.
2.1. Bounds on degrees
The following result is obvious for general domination but requires a little more
work for connected domination.
Lemma 2.1. Let G= (V; E) be a connected graph of order n; and let c(G) = d. Let
U V be such that hU i is connected. Then jN (U )− U j6n− d.
Proof. The result is clear if d6jU j, so assume d> jU j. If V − U − N (U ) = ;,
then c(G)<d, a contradiction. So let H = hV − U − N (U )i, and let H1; : : : ; Hl be
the connected components of H . Because G is connected, for each i; 16i6l, there
exists xi 2N (U ) and yi 2V (Hi) such that xi is adjacent to yi. (The xi need not be
distinct.) Dene X =(
Sl
i=1 Tie(Hi; yi; xi))[U . Note that the subgraph induced by X is
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connected, and that X dominates G. Hence d6jX j6jV j − jN (U )−U j, and the result
follows.
Corollary 2.2. If G is connected and has n vertices; and c(G)=d; then every vertex
in G has degree at most n− d.
Proof. Apply the preceding lemma with U consisting of just one vertex.
Corollary 2.3. Suppose G=(V; E) is connected and has n vertices; and let c(G)=d.
Let v be a vertex of degree k6n− d. If w is a neighbor of v; then w is adjacent to
at most n− d− k + 1 vertices in V − N (v)− fvg.
Proof. Apply the lemma with U = fv; wg.
2.2. Preliminary bounds on connected domination number
Lemma 2.4 (Sampathkumar and Walikar [3]). Suppose G is connected and has n>3
vertices. Then c(G)6n− 2.
Lemma 2.5. Let G = (V; E) be connected and have n vertices and m edges.
1. If n>4; m>n; and G is not a circuit; then c(G)6n− 3.
2. If n>3; m>n; and v2V; then G has a connected dominating set of size at most
n− 2; which contains v.
Proof. For part (1), G must have at least one vertex v with degree at least 3, and
jSTD(v)j6n−3. For part (2), the result is clear if n=3 or if G is a circuit. Otherwise
apply part (1) and add v to the connected dominating set.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose G = (V; E) is connected; and has n>4 vertices and m edges.
Let v2V . If m>n+2; then G has a connected dominating set of size at most n− 3;
which contains v.
Proof. Because m>n+2; jL(v)j>2. If jL(v)j>3, then STD(v) fullls the requirements.
Assume that jL(v)j = 2 and v has degree 2. Then ST(v) has exactly two branches,
each consisting of a single path. Let x1; : : : ; xr be the vertices along one branch, with
x1 adjacent to v, and xr the leaf. Similarly, let y1; : : : ; ys be the vertices along the
other branch. Because ST(v) was constructed using a breadth-rst search, xi cannot be
adjacent to xj if ji − jj> 1, and similarly for the yi's. Also xi cannot be adjacent to
yj if ji − jj> 1.
Suppose rst that r=1. Because the only additional edges outside of those in ST(v)
must be fx1; y1g and fx1; y2g, we have a contradiction of the assumption that m>n+2.
A similar argument can be made if s= 1.
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So assume that r > 1 and s> 1. If xi is adjacent to yj where i< r and 1<j<s,
then V −fxr; y1; ysg satises the requirements. If xi is adjacent to ys where i< r, then
V − fxr; ys−1; ysg satises the requirements. Similar arguments can be made if xi is
adjacent to yj where 1<i and j< s. Thus if none of these edges are present, only
the edges fx1; y1g and fxr; ysg, besides the edges in ST(v), can be in the graph. This
is again a contradiction since m>n+ 2.
The only remaining case is when v has degree 1. Then there exists a vertex w in
G of degree at least 3, and a path v; z1; : : : ; zt ; w such that each zi has degree 2; t>0.
Let G0 = G − fv; z1; : : : ; ztg. Note that G0 satises the hypotheses of the lemma with
w in place of v. Thus using the above arguments we can nd a connected domi-
nating set D for G0 which contains w and has at most n − t − 4 vertices. Then D [
fv; z1; : : : ; ztg is a connected dominating set for G which contains v and has at most n−3
vertices.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose G = (V; E) is connected; and has n>3 vertices. Let v; w2V
be distinct vertices. Then there exists a subset U V such that jU j6n − 2; hU i is
connected; U includes at least one of v; w; and every vertex in V − U − fv; wg is
adjacent to some vertex in U .
Proof. If jL(v)j>2, then STD(v) satises the requirements. If jL(w)j>2, then STD(w)
satises the requirements. Otherwise, G must be a path with v and w as endpoints.
Let x be the neighbor of w and let U = V − fx; wg.
Lemma 2.8. Suppose G = (V; E) is connected; and has n>4 vertices and m edges.
Let v; w2V be distinct vertices. If m>n+ 1; then there exists a subset U V such
that jU j6n− 3; hU i is connected; U includes at least one of v; w; and every vertex
in V − U − fv; wg is adjacent to some vertex in U .
Proof. If m>n + 2, the result follows by Lemma 2.6. The case m = n + 1 will be
proved by induction on n. The base case n= 4 can be checked directly.
For the induction step assume that n> 4. Suppose that G has some vertex y of
degree 1. If y2fv; wg, assume without loss of generality that y = v. Let z be the
neighbor of y. If y = v, let v0 equal any vertex in V − fv; wg; otherwise, let v0 = v.
Let w0 = w. Let G0 = G − fyg. Applying the induction hypothesis to G0; v0; w0, we
have a set U 0V −fyg, such that hU 0i is connected, jU 0j6n− 4; U 0 \ fv0; w0g 6= ;,
and every vertex in V − fy; v0; w0g is adjacent to some vertex in U 0. If y = v, let
U = U 0 [ fwg; otherwise, let U = U 0 [ fzg.
If G does not have a vertex of degree 1, then either one vertex has degree 4 or
two vertices have degree 3. Thus either G consists of two circuits with a vertex in
common, or G consists of two circuits with a path joining a vertex in each circuit,
or G consists of one circuit, with an extra path joining two vertices on the circuit.
In all of these cases it can be checked by the reader that G in fact has a connected
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dominating set of size n−3 which contains at least one of v; w, for any choice of v; w;
this set satises the requirements.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose G = (V; E) is connected; and has n>4 vertices and m edges.
Let v; w; x2V be distinct vertices. If m>n; then there exists a subset U V such
that jU j6n−3; hU i is connected; U includes at least one of v; w; x; and every vertex
in V − U − fv; w; xg is adjacent to some vertex in U .
Proof. Let W = fv; w; xg. If m>n+ 1, the result follows by Lemma 2.8.
The case m = n will be proved by induction on n. The base case n = 4 can be
checked directly. Assume that n> 4. If G has a vertex of degree 1, the argument
proceeds as in the proof of Lemma 2.8. If G has no vertex of degree 1, then G must
be a circuit. Let a be one of the vertices in the set W such that not both neighbors of
a are also in W (a can be found since n>4). Let b; c be the two neighbors of a, and
let U = V − fa; b; cg.
2.3. Characterizations needed for extremal graphs
Lemma 2.10. Let G=(V; E) be a graph with n vertices and m edges; let W V; jW j=
n1>1; u0 2V − W . Suppose that every vertex in W is adjacent to some vertex in
V − W; and if w2W is not adjacent to u0; then w; u0 are both adjacent to some
other vertex in V . Then m>n1; and if m = n1 then each vertex in W is adjacent
to u0.
Lemma 2.11. Let G=(V; E) be a graph with n vertices and m edges. Let W1; W2V;
W1 \ W2 = ;; n1 = jW1j = 2; and n2 = jW2j>2. Suppose that each vertex in W1 is
adjacent to at least one vertex in V − W1; each vertex in W2 is adjacent to some
vertex in V−W2; and if w1 2W1 and w2 2W2 are not adjacent; then there exists some
vertex in V adjacent to both w1 and w2. Then m>n1 + n2 − 1. If m = n1 + n2 − 1;
then the two vertices in W1 are adjacent; and each vertex in W2 is adjacent to
exactly one vertex in W1; with each vertex in W1 having at least one vertex from W2
adjacent to it. (If jW2j= 2 then the roles of W1 and W2 may be interchanged in this
description.)
Proof (Sketch). The proof is by induction on n2. The base case n2=2 can be checked
by inspection. Assume that n2>3. If all vertices in W1[W2 have degree at least 2, the
result is proved. Otherwise, there exists some vertex w2W1 [W2 with degree 1. Let
z be the neighbor of w. If w2W2 and z 2V −W1 [W2, or z 2W1 but z is adjacent to
some vertex in V −W1 −fwg, use the induction hypothesis on G0 =G−w; W 01 =W1;
W 02 = W2 − fwg. If w2W2, and z 2W1, but z is not adjacent to any other vertex in
V −W1, then use Lemma 2.10 on G0 = G − fz; wg; W 01 =W1 − fzg; W 02 =W2 − fwg.
Proceed similarly if w2W1, using Lemma 2.10 on either G − w or G − fw; zg.
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The following corollary can be obtained by using G as the graph in the above
lemma.
Corollary 2.12. Let G=(V; E) be a graph with n vertices and m edges. Let W1; W2V;
W1 \ W2 = ;; n1 = jW1j = 2; and n2 = jW2j>2. Suppose that each vertex in W1 is
not adjacent to at least one vertex in V −W1; each vertex in W2 is not adjacent to
some vertex in V −W2; and if w1 2W1 and w2 2W2 are adjacent; then there exists
some vertex in V not adjacent to either w1 or w2. Then m6( n2 )− (n1 +n2−1) edges.
If G has exactly ( n2 ) − (n1 + n2 − 1) edges; then each vertex in W2 is adjacent to
exactly one vertex in W1; with each vertex in W1 having at least one vertex from
W2 not adjacent to it; the two vertices in W1 are not adjacent; but all vertices in W2
are adjacent to each other; and all vertices in V − W1 − W2 have degree n − 1: (If
jW2j= 2 then the roles of W1 and W2 may be interchanged in this description.)
Lemma 2.13. Let G = (V; E) be a graph with n vertices and m edges. Let
V = W1 [ W2; W1 \ W2 = ;; n1 = jW1j>3; and n2 = jW2j>3. Suppose that each
vertex in W1 is adjacent to at least one vertex in V − W1; each vertex in W2 is
adjacent to some vertex in V − W2; and if w1 2W1 and w2 2W2 are not adjacent;
then there exists some vertex in V adjacent to both w1 and w2. Then m>n1 + n2.
Proof (Sketch). The proof is by induction on n1 + n2. The base case is n1 = n2 = 3
and can be checked by inspection. Suppose n1 + n2> 6. If all vertices in W1 [ W2
have degree at least 2, the result follows. Otherwise without loss of generality let
w2W1 have degree 1, and let it be adjacent to z 2V −W1. Note that each vertex in
W2−fzg must be adjacent to z. Proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.11, using either the
induction hypothesis or Lemma 2.11 on either G0=G−w or on G0=G−fw; zg.
Again, if we take the complement of the graph in the above lemma, we obtain the
following.
Corollary 2.14. Let G=(V; E) be a graph with n vertices and m edges. Let W1; W2V;
W1 \W2 = ;; n1 = jW1j>3; and n2 = jW2j>3. Suppose that each vertex in W1 is not
adjacent to at least one vertex in V −W1; each vertex in W2 is not adjacent to some
vertex in V −W2; and if w1 2W1 and w2 2W2 are adjacent; then there exists some
vertex in V not adjacent to either w1 or w2. Then m6( n2 )− (n1 + n2) edges.
2.4. Some algebraic inequalities
Lemma 2.15. Let n; a1; a2 be integers such that a1<a2<n. Then ( n−a12 ) + a1>
( n−a22 ) + a2.
Proof. Follows by simple algebra.
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Lemma 2.16. Let r>1; a1; : : : ; ar be integers; ai>2 for 16i6r. Let L=a1+  +ar .
Then
P
16i<j6r aiaj>(2r − 2)(L− r).
Proof (Sketch). The proof is by induction on L. The base case is L = 2r (a1 =
a2 =   = 2).
3. Main result
This section is devoted to proving the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices and c(G) = d>3. Then
the number of edges of G is at most ( n−d+12 ) + (d − 1). Moreover; if G has this
number of edges; then it has one of the following forms:
1. G is the union of a clique of n− d vertices; and a path of d vertices; where each
vertex in the clique is adjacent to exactly one of the endpoints of the path; and
each endpoint has at least one clique vertex adjacent to it.
2. d = 3; and G has four distinct distinguished vertices r; s; t; u and two disjoint
nonempty vertex subsets U1; U2; where (U1 [ U2) \ fr; s; t; ug = ;; and n>jU1j +
jU2j+ 5. All vertices in V − ft; ug are adjacent to each other except that r is not
adjacent to s or to any vertex in U1; and s is not adjacent to any vertex in U2.
Also all vertices in U1 [ U2 are adjacent to t; and r; s; t are adjacent to u.
3. d = 3; and n = 7 or n = 10; let v; x1; x2; : : : ; xn−4, and u1; u2; u3 be the vertices
in G. The following edges are in G: v is adjacent to x1; : : : ; xn−4; all vertices in
fx1; x2; : : : ; xn−4g are adjacent to each other except that xi is not adjacent to xi+1
for 16i<n− 4; and x1 is not adjacent to xn−4; u1; u2; u3 form a clique; x1 (and
if n = 10; x4) is adjacent to both u1 and u2; x2 (and if n = 10; x5) is adjacent to
both u2 and u3; and x3 (and if n= 10; x6) is adjacent to both u1 and u3.
We rst take care of the cases where c(G) = 1 or 2, which are not covered by the
above theorem. The following lemma is obvious.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices and c(G)=d=1. Then the
number of edges of G is at most ( n−d+12 ) + (d− 1) = ( n2 ).
Note that if c(G)= 2, then (G)= c(G) and the bound given by Vizing's theorem
[5] holds. This bound, bn(n − 2)=2c, is in fact a tight bound as the graphs attaining
this upper bound have connected domination number equal to 2.
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a connected graph with n vertices and c(G)=d=2. Then the
number of edges of G is at most bn(n− 2)=2c.
Theorem 3.1 will be proved by induction on the number of vertices in the graph.
Let G be a connected graph of order n with c(G)=d>3. If n64, c(G)62. If n=5,
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c(G)63, and when c(G)=3, it is easy to check that the number of edges is at most
5 = ( n−d+12 ) + (d− 1); in this case G is a circuit of ve vertices.
For the rest of this section, assume that G = (V; E) is a connected graph with n>6
vertices, c(G) = d>3, and that the statement of Theorem 3.1 holds for graphs with
less than n vertices. From Corollary 2.2 we know that the maximum degree in G is at
most n− d. Let v be a vertex in G of maximum degree, and let U = V −N (v)−fvg.
Let H = hU i. Let m0 be the number of edges in H , and let m00 denote the number
of edges incident on vertices in N (v). Let m= m0 + m00 be the total number of edges
of G.
We consider three cases, according to whether the maximum degree is n−d, n−d−1,
or less than n−d− 1.
3.1. Maximum degree n− d
Let U1 consist of those vertices in U which are not adjacent to any vertices outside
U . Let U2=U −U1. Let N1 consist of those vertices in N (v) which are not adjacent to
any vertices in U . Let N2 =N (v)−N1. By Corollary 2.3, each vertex in N2 is adjacent
to exactly one vertex in U2. Let J denote the subgraph of G induced by N (v).
Lemma 3.4. The number of edges of J is at least jN2j − 1.
Proof. Assume rst that jU2j>2. We will show that all vertices in N2 belong to the
same component of J , which implies the result. Note that it suces to show the
following: If w1; w2 2N2, and v1; v2 are distinct vertices in U2 such that w1 is adjacent
to v1, and w2 is adjacent to v2, then w1, w2 belong to the same component of J .
Let l= jU2j, and let v3; : : : ; vl be the remaining vertices in U2. For each i, 36i6l,
let wi be a vertex in N2 adjacent to vi. Let Y =
Sl
i=1 wi. If the subgraph induced by Y
in J is connected, the result is proved. Otherwise, it must be the case that the subgraph
of G induced by Y is connected. Let H1; : : : ; Hr be the components of the subgraph
of G induced by U1. Since G is connected, for each j, 16j6r, there must exist a
vertex in xj 2V (Hj), and a vertex yj 2U2, such that xj and yj are adjacent. Dene
X = (
Sr
j=1 Tie(Hj; xj; yj))[ Y . Note that the subgraph induced by X is connected, and
that jX j6jU j = d − 1. So there must be some vertex in V −X not adjacent to any
vertex in X ; this vertex must be in N (v). Thus there is a path of length 2 joining w1
and w2 in J .
For the case where U2 = fug, let w2N2, and let Y = fwg. Proceeding as in the
previous paragraph, we see that there must be a vertex in N (v) not adjacent to either
w or u; this vertex must be in N1. Thus every vertex in N2 is not adjacent to some
vertex in N1, proving the result.
Lemma 3.5. H has at most d− 2 edges.
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Proof. Note that jU j=d−1. Let H1; : : : ; Hr be the components of H . If each Hi consists
of a single path, the result is proved. Otherwise, suppose without loss of generality
that H1 is not a path. We will show that this leads to a contradiction.
Because G is connected, for each Hi there exist vertices xi 2V (Hi), and yi 2N (v),
such that xi and yi are adjacent. Because H1 is not a simple path, STH1 (x1) must have at
least two leaves, z1; z01. Let W1=V (H1)−fz1; z01g[fy1g. For i> 1, let Wi=Tie(Hi; xi; yi).
Finally, let X = (
Sr
i=1Wi)[ fvg. Note that jX j6d− 1, and hX i is connected. Also, X
dominates G; this is a contradiction.
Proposition 3.6. The number of edges of G is at most ( n−d+12 ) + d− 1.
Proof. The vertex v has degree n−d, and by the preceding lemma, H has at most
d− 2 edges. The total number of edges joining vertices in N (v) to vertices in U is
jN2j. By Lemma 3.4, the number of edges within hN (v)i is at most ( n−d2 )− jN2j+ 1.
So adding up,
m6 (n− d) + (d− 2) + jN2j+

n− d
2

− jN2j+ 1

=

n− d+ 1
2

+ d− 1:
Proposition 3.7. If G has ( n−d+12 ) + (d− 1) edges; then G is of one of the forms
given in Theorem 3:1.
Proof. In this case H has exactly d−2 edges and we see from the proof of Lemma 3.5
that H must consist of a single path. Let x1; x2; : : : ; xd−1 denote the vertices along this
path. It is also clear from the proof of Lemma 3.4 that jU2j>2. If U2\fx2; : : : ; xd−2g 6= ;,
then c(G)<d, hence U2=fx1; xd−1g. Let W1N (v) consist of those vertices adjacent
to x1, and let W2N (v) consist of those vertices adjacent to xd−1. Without loss of
generality assume that jW1j6jW2j.
Assume rst that d>5. If w1 2W1 and w2 2W2 are adjacent, there must be a vertex
in N (v) − W1 − W2 which is not adjacent to either vertex (otherwise U − fx2; x3g [
fw1; w2g dominates G). Since there can be at most jW1j+ jW2j−1 edges missing from
the subgraph induced by N (v), it follows that jW1j=1. Let W1 = fag. The only edges
missing from hN (v)i are the edges joining a to each vertex in W2. Thus G consists of
the union of the (n − d)-clique K containing the vertices N (v) − fag [ fvg, and the
path a; x1; : : : ; xd−1; also each vertex in W2 is adjacent to xd−1 while each vertex in
K −W2 is adjacent to a. This is the graph described in part (1) of Theorem 3.1.
Now suppose that d = 3 or 4. It can be checked that each vertex w1 2W1 is not
adjacent to some vertex in N (v)−W1, and each vertex w2 2W2 is not adjacent to some
vertex in N (v)−W2 (otherwise, for the rst case, fw1; x1g (for d= 3) or fw1; x1; x2g
(for d = 4) would dominate G). Similarly, if w1 and w2 are adjacent, there must be
a vertex in N (v) not adjacent to either w1 or w2 (otherwise fw1; w2g or fw1; w2; x3g
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would dominate G). Thus by Corollary 2.14 it follows that jW1j62. If jW1j= 1, then
the graph is as described in the previous paragraph for the case d>5. So assume that
W1 = fr; sg. For d = 4, by Corollary 2.12, there exists w2 2W2 adjacent to r, and
fw2; r; x1g dominates G, hence this case cannot occur. For d = 3, then again using
Corollary 2.12, G must have the form given in part (2) of Theorem 3.1, with t = x2,
u= x1, and W2 = U1 [ U2.
3.2. Maximum degree n−d− 1
By Corollary 2.3, each vertex in N (v) is adjacent to at most 2 vertices in U . Since
G is connected and n>6, we must have n−d− 1>2.
Lemma 3.8. m006( n−d+12 )−1. If each vertex in N (v) is adjacent to at most 1 vertex
in U; then m006( n−d+12 )− 2.
Proof. Let N (v) = fv1; : : : ; vsg where s = n − d − 1. Each vi is adjacent to v and to
at most 2 vertices in U . Let ei be the number of vertices in U that vi is adjacent
to; so 06ei62. Since the maximum degree is n − d − 1, vi is adjacent to at most
(n− d− 2− ei) other vertices in N (v). Hence,
m006 (n− d− 1) +
 
sX
i=1
ei
!
+
 
sX
i=1
(n− d− 2− ei)
!,
2
= (n− d− 1) + (n− d− 1)(n− d− 2)=2 +
 
sX
i=1
ei=2
!
6 2(n− d− 1) +

n− d− 1
2

=

n− d+ 1
2

− 1:
If in the above we let ei61, using the fact that n− d− 1>2 we get
(3=2)(n− d− 1) +

n− d− 1
2

=

n− d+ 1
2

−(n− d− 1)=2− 16

n− d+ 1
2

− 2:
Lemma 3.9. If H is not connected; then it has at most d edges.
Proof. Let H1; : : : ; Hl be the connected components of H , l>2. Let ni and mi denote
the number of vertices and edges in Hi, respectively. Because G is connected, for
each i, 16i6l, there exists xi 2N (v) and yi 2V (Hi) such that xi and yi are adjacent
(the xi need not be distinct).
Suppose that there are at least two components where mi>ni, and suppose without
loss of generality that m1>n1 and m2>n2. Then by Lemma 2.5 H1 has a connected
dominating set D1 of size at most n1 − 2 containing y1, and similarly, H2 has a
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connected dominating set D2 of size at most n2 − 2 containing y2. Let X1 =D1 [ fx1g
and X2 =D2 [ fx2g. For i> 2, let Xi =Tie(Hi; yi; xi). Finally, let X = (
S l
i=1 Xi)[ fvg.
Note that jX j<d, the subgraph of G induced by X is connected, and X dominates G,
a contradiction.
Hence there is at most one component of H , say H1, such that m1>n1. Suppose
that in fact m1>n1 + 2. Then by Lemma 2.6, there exists a connected dominating
set D1 for H1 of size at most n1 − 3, containing y1. Let X1 = D1 [ fx1g. For i> 1,
dene Xi as was done in the previous paragraph for i> 2, and let X =(
Sl
i=1 Xi)[fvg.
Again jX j<d, the subgraph of G induced by X is connected, and X dominates G,
a contradiction.
Thus it is the case that m16n1 + 1, and mi6ni − 1 for i> 1. Hence
m06d+ 1− (l− 1)6d, as desired.
Lemma 3.10. H has at most d + 1 edges. If there is a vertex in N (v) which is
adjacent to two vertices in U; then H has at most d edges.
Proof. If H is not connected the result follows by Lemma 3.9. To prove the d + 1
bound for connected H , use Lemma 2.6.
Assume H is connected, and let x2N (v) be adjacent to u1; u2 2U . If m0>d + 1,
then by Lemma 2.8, there exists a subset U 0U such that jU 0j6d− 3, the subgraph
of H induced by U 0 is connected, and U 0 includes at least one of u1; u2. Moreover,
every vertex in U −U 0−fu1; u2g is adjacent to some vertex in U 0. Let X =U 0[fv; xg.
Note that jX j<d, the subset of G induced by X is connected, and X dominates G.
This is a contradiction. So m06d.
Proposition 3.11. G has at most ( n−d+12 ) + d− 1 edges.
Proof. This follows from Lemmas 3.8 and 3.10.
Proposition 3.12. If G has exactly ( n−d+12 ) + (d − 1) edges; then G has one of the
forms given in part (3) of Theorem 3:1.
Proof (Sketch). If each vertex in N (v) is adjacent to at most 1 vertex in U , then from
the proof of Lemma 3.8 we see that n− d− 1= 2. Since this is the maximum degree,
G can have at most n= d+3 edges, but ( n−d+12 ) + d− 1= d+5, so this case cannot
occur.
Thus some vertex in N (v) is adjacent to two vertices in U . From the proof of
Lemma 3.8 we see that each vertex in N (v) is adjacent to exactly two vertices in H ,
and to n− d− 4 other vertices in N (v). Also H has exactly d edges.
The rest of the proof is only outlined, and consists of the following steps: 1
1. Show that H must be connected. (From Lemma 3.9 we see that if H is not
connected, H has two components, H1 with n1 vertices and n1 + 1 edges, and H2
1 A complete proof may be obtained from the author upon request.
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with n2 vertices and n2 − 1 edges, and this leads to a connected dominating set
of size at most d− 1.)
2. Use Lemma 2.5 to show that there cannot exist two vertices in U which are
adjacent to all vertices in N (v).
3. Use Lemma 2.5 to show that no vertex in N (v) can be adjacent to a vertex of
degree 1 in H .
4. Show that H cannot have a vertex of degree at least 3. (This proof uses parts
(2) and (3).) Thus every vertex in H has degree at most 2, implying that H is
a circuit. Let u1; u2; : : : ; ud be the consecutive vertices along this circuit.
5. Using Lemma 2.9 it can be shown that any two adjacent vertices in N (v) which
dominate N (v) must be adjacent to the same two vertices in U .
6. Let J be the subgraph of G induced by N (v). Since every vertex in J has degree
2, J is the union of one or more circuits. Using parts (5) and (2), we conclude
that J must be a single circuit and n− d− 166.
7. The cases 46n − d − 1< 2d lead to a connected dominating set of size d − 1
and thus cannot occur. The case n− d− 1 = 2 cannot occur since each vertex in
N (v) is adjacent to n− d− 4 other vertices in N (v). If n−d− 1 = 3 and d>4,
we may assume without loss of generality that no vertex in N (v) is adjacent to
both u1 and u2, and hence if x2N (v), fx; u3; : : : ; udg dominates G, contradiction.
If n−d− 1 = 3 and d = 3, since no vertex in U can be adjacent to all ver-
tices in N (v), the graph is of the form given in part (3) of Theorem 3.1 with
n= 7.
8. The only cases left are 2d6n−d−166, which implies that d=3 and n−d−1=6.
Let x1; : : : ; x6 be the consecutive vertices along the J circuit. Then using part (5),
we see that x1 and x4 must be adjacent to the same two vertices in U , and the
same holds true for x2; x5 and x3; x6. Thus the graph must be of the form given
in part (3) of Theorem 3.1 with n= 10.
3.3. Maximum degree smaller than n− d− 1
Since the proofs for this case contain many repetitive details, some of the proofs
are only sketched. Complete proofs may be obtained from the author upon
request.
Let the maximum degree of G be n− d− l where l>2. Since G is connected and
n>6, we must have n−d− l>2. Let H1; : : : ; Hp be the components of H . Because G
is connected, each Hi has at least one vertex hi adjacent to some vertex in N (v). The
hi of course need not be distinct, and in fact we assume that they have been chosen
in such a way as to minimize their total number, which we call h. Let ni and mi be
the number of vertices and edges of Hi.
Let p1 be the number of components Hi for which ni > 1, and let p2 = p−p1.
Without loss of generality, assume that for 16i6p1, ni > 1. For 16i6p, let Ai be
the set of vertices in Hi which are adjacent to hi, and let ai 2Ai. Let p1 denote the
number of components Hi for which jAij> 1.
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Lemma 3.13. Let 16i6p1; and suppose that jAij> 1. Then there exist subsets of
vertices Di; EiV (Hi); and integers di; ci such that
1. jDij= di and ni − di>1.
2. Di induces a connected subgraph of Hi; Di contains at least one vertex from Ai;
and every vertex in V (Hi)− Di − Ai is adjacent to some vertex in Di.
3. mi6

ni−di+1
2

+ di − 2 + ci.
4. Ei is a connected dominating set for Hi and includes ai. jEij6ni − ci.
Proof. Choose bi 2Ai, bi 6= ai. Let ci be the degree of ai in Hi.
Suppose rst that Hi − faig is not connected. Let Di be a minimum connected
dominating set for Hi, and note that we must have ai 2Di. Let di = jDij. If di 6= 2, by
the induction hypothesis or by Lemma 3.2 we have mi6(
ni−di+1
2 )+di−16( ni−di+12 )+
di − 2 + ci since ci>1. If di = 2, then let r1 be the number of vertices in one of
the components of Hi − faig, and let r2 be the number of vertices in all the other
components. So r1 + r2 = ni − 1. We have
mi6
 r1
2

+
 r2
2

+ ci =

ni − 1
2

− r1r2 + ci
6

ni − 1
2

+ ci =

ni − di + 1
2

+ di − 2 + ci:
Assume that Hi−faig is connected. Let D0i be a minimum size connected dominating
set for Hi − faig, and choose D0i to contain bi if possible.
If bi 2D0i , let Di=D0i and let di=jDij. If di 6= 2, we have by the induction hypothesis
or by Lemma 3.2 mi6(
(ni−1)−di+1
2 ) + di − 1 + ci6( ni−di+12 ) + di − 2 + ci by Lemma
2.15. If di = 2, then mi6(ni − 1)(ni − 3)=2 + ci, using Lemma 3.3. Since in this case
( ni−di+12 ) + di − 2 = (ni − 1)(ni − 2)=2, the desired inequality holds.
If bi 62D0i , let Di = D0i [ fbig and let di = jDij. If di − 1 6= 2, we again have by
the induction hypothesis, or by Lemma 3.2, that mi6(
(ni−1)−(di−1)+1
2 ) + di − 2+ ci. If
di=3, then (
ni−di+1
2 )+di−2=(ni−2)(ni−3)=2+1. But since bi is not included in any
minimum connected dominating set of Hi − faig (of size di − 1 = 2), every vertex in
Hi−faig which is adjacent to bi must be nonadjacent to some vertex which is also not
adjacent to bi. It follows that mi6(ni−1)(ni−2)=2−(ni−2)+ci=(ni−2)(ni−3)=2+ci,
as desired.
In all cases, dene Ei = STD(ai).
Lemma 3.14. Let 16i6p1; and suppose that Ai = faig. Then there exist subsets of
vertices Di; EiV (Hi); and integers di; ci such that
1. jDij= di and ni − di>1.
2. Di is a connected dominating set for Hi and includes ai.
3. mi6(
ni−di+1
2 ) + di − 2 + ci.
4. Ei is a connected dominating set for Hi and includes ai. jEij6ni − ci + 1.
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Proof (Sketch). Consider the following two conditions:
1. Hi − faig is not connected.
2. There exists a neighbor bi of ai such that Hi − fbig is connected.
If condition (1) holds, then let Di be a minimum connected dominating set for Hi,
which must include ai, let di = jDij, and let ci be the degree of ai. As in the proof of
the previous lemma, we can show that mi6(
ni−di+1
2 ) + di − 2 + ci. Let Ei = STD(ai).
If condition (1) does not hold, but condition (2) holds, let Di consist of a minimum
connected dominating set for Hi−fbig, together with ai, let di = jDij, and let ci
be the degree of bi. As in the proof of the previous lemma, it can be seen that
mi6(
ni−di+1
2 ) + di − 2 + ci. Let Ei = STD(bi) [ faig.
If neither of the two conditions holds, then Hi−faig must be connected. Sup-
pose that ai has degree at least 2. Let D0i be a minimum connected dominating set
for Hi − faig. It can be shown that D0i must include all of the neighbors of ai,
so we let Di = D0i [ faig, di = jDij, and let ci be the degree of ai. The bound on
mi can be shown for the case jD0i j 6= 2 using the induction hypothesis or Lemma
3.2. The case jD0i j = 2 requires looking at the components of Hi − fxg, where x
2N (ai) = D0i .
The only remaining case is where conditions (1) and (2) do not hold, and ai has
degree 1. If all vertices in Hi have degree at most 2, then Hi is a single path with
ai as one of the endpoints. In this case, let Di consist of all vertices in Hi except for
the endpoint distinct from ai, and let di = jDij. Let ci = 1 and Ei = STD(ai). Since
ni − di = 1 and mi = di, we have mi = ( ni−di+12 ) + di − 1.
Otherwise, there exists a sequence of vertices x1; : : : ; xt , t>1, such that ai; x1; : : : ; xt
form a path, xj has degree 2 for j< t, and xt has degree at least 3. We apply the
above arguments to H 0i = Hi − fai; x1; : : : ; xt−1g, with xt in place of ai to prove the
result.
Lemma 3.15. For 16i6p1; let Ei and ci be as dened in Lemmas 3:13 and 3:14.
Then
Pp1
i=1 ci6l+ h+ p1 − p1 − p2.
Proof. Let
F=
 p1[
i=1
Ei
!
[
 p[
i=1
fhig
!
[ fvg:
Note that F is a connected dominating set for G. Hence jF j>d. We have that
j(Sp1i=1 Ei)j6Pp1i=1 (ni − ci)+ (p1− p1). Hence d6jF j6d− 1+ l−p2− (Pp1i=1 ci)+
(p1 − p1) + h+ 1, from which the result follows.
Lemma 3.16. For 16i6p1; let Di and di be as dened in Lemmas 3:13 and 3:14.
Then
Pp1
i=1 di>d− 1− h.
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Proof. Let
D =
 p1[
i=1
Di
!
[
 p[
i=1
fhig
!
[ fvg:
Note that D is a connected dominating set for G. Hence jDj>d. So d6jDj =
(
Pp1
i=1 di) + h+ 1 from which the result follows.
Lemma 3.17. The number of edges in H is at most ( l−(p−h)2 ) + 2(l − (p − h)) +
(d− 1) + l− p1 − p2.
Proof. Using Lemmas 3.13 and 3.14 we have that
m06
p1X
i=1

ni − di + 1
2

+ di − 2 + ci:
By Lemma 3.16,
Pp1
i=1 di>d−1−h. Dene d1=d1−(
Pp1
i=1 di)+(d−1−h) and di=di
for i> 1. Thus
Pp1
i=1
di = d− 1− h and di6di for 16i6p1. Using Lemma 2.15 we
have that
Pp1
i=1(
ni−di+1
2 )+di6
Pp1
i=1(
ni− di+1
2 )+ di. For 16i6p1 dene ti=ni− di+1;
note that ti>2.
p1X
i=1
(ni − di + 1) = d− 1 + l− p2 − d+ 1 + h+ p1 = l+ h− p+ 2p1:
Thus,
p1X
i=1

ni − di + 1
2

+ di =

l− (p− h) + 2p1
2

+ d− 1− h−
0
@ X
16i<j6p1
titj
1
A :
Using Lemma 2.16,
P
16i<j6p1 titj>(2p1−2)(l+h−p2). So we have using Lemma
3.15
m06

l− (p− h)
2

+

2p1
2

+ (l− (p− h))(2p1) + d− 1− h− (2p1 − 2)
(l− (p− h) + p1)− 2p1 + l+ h+p1 − p1 −p2
=

l− (p− h)
2

+ 2(l− (p− h)) + (d− 1) + l− p1 − p2:
Corollary 3.18. l>p− h.
Proof. This follows since ni − di + 1>2 for 16i6p1, and
Pp1
i=1 ni − di + 16
l+ h− p+ 2p1.
Lemma 3.19. Let n>d+ l+ 3 and l>2.
1. m006( n−d−l+12 ) + (
n−d−l
2 )
2. m006( n−d−l+12 ) + (n− d− l)(l+ 1)=2.
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Proof. Each vertex in N (v) is adjacent to v. Let N (v)=fv1; : : : ; vsg where s=n−d−l.
Let ei be the number of vertices in U that vi is adjacent to. By Corollary 2.3, ei6l+1.
Let fi be the degree of vi in the subgraph induced by N (v). We have 1 + ei + fi6
n−d− l since the maximum degree is n−d− l. So
m00 = (n−d− l) +
sX
i=1
ei +
 
sX
i=1
fi
!,
2
6 (n−d− l) +
sX
i=1
(n−d− l− 1−fi) +
 
sX
i=1
fi
!,
2
= (n−d− l) + (n−d− l)(n−d− l− 1)−
 
sX
i=1
fi
!,
2
6

n− d−l+ 1
2

+

n− d− l
2

:
Also,
(n−d− l) +
sX
i=1
ei +
 
sX
i=1
fi
!,
2
6(n− d− l) +
sX
i=1
ei +
 
sX
i=1
(n−d− l− 1− ei)
!,
2
=(n−d− l) + (n− d− l)(n− d− l−1)=2 +
 
sX
i=1
ei
!,
2
6

n− d− l+ 1
2

+ (n− d− l)(l+ 1)=2:
Note that in the above lemma, the rst bound is tighter exactly when n6d+2l+1.
Lemma 3.20. Let n>d+ l+ 3; l>2; and p− h>1. Then m6( n−d+12 ) + (d− 2).
Proof. Using Lemmas 3.19 and 3.17, we have that
m6

n−d− l+ 1
2

+ (n− d− l)(l+ 1)=2
+

l− (p− h)
2

+ 2(l− (p− h)) + (d− 1) + l
=

n− d+ 1
2

+ (d− 1)− (l− 1)(n− d)=2 + (p− h)2=2
− (2l+ 3)(p− h)=2 + l2=2 + 3l=2:
So it suces to prove that −(l−1)(n−d)=2−(p−h)(2l+3−(p−h))=2+l(l+3)=2< 0.
We have 16p−h6l. If p−h=1, then this quantity equals (l−1)((l+2)−(n−d))=2< 0
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since n− d>l+ 3. If 26p− h6l, we have 2l+ 3− (p− h)>l+ 3, and
−(l− 1)(n− d)=2− (p− h)(2l+ 3− (p− h))=2 + l(l+ 3)=2
6− (l− 1)(n− d)=2− 2(l+ 3)=2 + l(l+ 3)=2
=− (l− 1)(n− d)=2 + (l− 2)(l+ 3)=2< 0:
Lemma 3.21. Let n>d+l+3; l>2; and p−h=0. If each vertex in N (v) is adjacent
to at most 1 vertex in U; then m6( n−d+12 ) + d− 2.
Proof. Following the proof of part (2) of Lemma 3.19, with ei61, we have that
m006( n−d−l+12 )+ (n−d− l)=2. Using Lemma 3.17 and following the computations in
the proof of the previous lemma, with p− h= 0, we obtain
m6

n− d+ 1
2

+ (d− 1)− (l− 1=2)(n− d) + l2 + 3l=2:
And −(l− 1=2)(n− d) + l2 + 3l=26l2 + 3l=2− (l+ 3)(l− 1=2) =−l+ 3=2< 0 since
n− d>l+ 3.
Lemma 3.22. Let n>d+ l+3; l>2; p−h=0. If there is a vertex in N (v) adjacent
to at least 2 vertices in U; then m6( n−d+12 ) + (d− 2).
Proof (Sketch). Because p− h=0 and there is a vertex in N (v) which is adjacent to
two vertices in U , p1>1 and m
06l2=2 + 5l=2 + d− 2.
Suppose rst that n>d+ 2l+ 2. Then using part (2) of Lemma 3.19,
m006

n− d− l+ 1
2

+ (n− d− l)(l+ 1)=2
=

n− d+ 1
2

− (l− 1)(n− d)=2− l:
So for l>3,
m6

n− d+ 1
2

+ (d− 1)− (l− 1)(n− d)=2− l+ l2=2 + 5l=2− 1
6

n− d+ 1
2

+ (d− 1)− (l− 1)(2l+ 2)=2− l+ l2=2 + 5l=2− 1
=

n− d+ 1
2

+ (d− 1)− (l=2)(l− 3)6

n− d+ 1
2

+ (d− 1):
Equality can only occur if l = 3 and n = d + 2l + 2 = d + 8. In this case, using the
induction hypothesis on H , we can show that equality cannot occur unless c(G)<d.
The details are omitted.
For l=2, we have m6( n−d+12 ) + (d− 1)+ 4− (n− d)=2. If n>d+2l+5= d+9,
then 4− (n− d)=2< 0 and the result holds. If d+ 2l+ 26n6d+ 2l+ 4, more work
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is needed in looking at the structure of the graphs. We omit the details, which involve
applications of Lemmas 2.7{2.9.
Now suppose that n6d+ 2l+ 1. Let s= n− d− l. So 36s6l+ 1. Using part (1)
of Lemma 3.19, we have that the total number of edges is at most
n− d−l+ 1
2

+
 s
2

+ l2=2 + 5l=2 + d− 2
=

n− d+ 1
2

+ (d− 1) + 2l− sl+ s(s− 1)=2− 1:
So it suces to prove that l(s − 2) + 1 − s(s − 1)=2> 0. Since l>s − 1, l(s − 2) +
1 − s(s − 1)=2>(s − 1)(s=2 − 2) + 1>0 as long as s>3. Equality can only occur if
s= 3 and l= 2. This case again requires more details, which are omitted.
Lemma 3.23. For n−d− l = 2 and l>2; the number of edges in G is at most
( n−d+12 ) + (d− 2).
Proof. The number of vertices of G is d+ l+ 2, and each vertex has degree at most
2. So the total number of edges is at most d+ l+ 2. The result follows since
n− d+ 1
2

+ (d− 2) =

l+ 3
2

+ (d− 2)>d+ l+ 2:
The lemmas in this subsection together prove the following proposition.
Proposition 3.24. The number of edges of G is at most ( n−d+12 ) + (d− 2).
3.4. Conclusion
Propositions 3.6, 3.7, 3.11, 3.12, and 3.24 together prove Theorem 3.1.
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